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1. Axion dark matter – one of the highest priorities of the Cosmic Frontier
2. Gravitational waves – recent focus of theory community



QCD axion motivated by the Strong-CP Problem:  
Why is the neutron electric dipole moment so small?
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Naive estimate gives
nEDM ≈ 10-16 e-cm

10-15 m

nEDM not yet 
detected after 
70+ years of 
spin precession 
experiments

Norman Ramsey
Nobel Prize 1989.
Neutrino oscillation expts are 
“Ramsey interferometers”

Violates both:
P (spatial inversion)
CP (time reversal)

Need CP-violating phase angle θ to create 
charge asymmetry. But QCD theory has this!



Natural cosmological potential energy function would cause a putative 
dynamical axion field A to zero out the CP-violating angle θtotal
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VEV fa > 109 GeV

Axion
ΛQCD
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θtotal=0
at potential 
minimum



Axion dark matter = waves of oscillating 𝜽𝜽CP
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Any feedback control loop will suffer from residual oscillations about the 
dc set point!

In this case, the gravitational potential wells of the galaxy focus the 
oscillation energy to form classical waves with large occupation number.

This is equivalent to a coherent oscillation of the QCD θ angle about its 
CP-conserving minimum:

with amplitude

ρDM
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Axion signal comes from 3-wave mixing interaction.
Need large B field to induce the mixing between axions and photons

Resulting force from classical dark 
matter waves can deliver 
energy/momentum in the form of 
single photons that mysteriously 
appear in your well-shielded 
apparatus.   

Topological magneto-
electric effect

B

E

θ



Put broadband dish reflectors inside magnets to absorb the recoil momentum.
Signal power scales as B2 x (Area) of the scattering target.
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D. Horns, et.al, 
JCAP 1304, 016 
(2013)

Dark matter emits 
transition radiation 
upon seeing the 
impedance mismatch 
between metal and 
vacuum.

Sensor



Examples of dish antenna experiments
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MADMAX concept:  9T-1.35m bore dipole

BREAD concept: 10T-2m bore solenoid 

(my pasted image)



For lower frequencies and long Compton wavelengths, an apparatus of size L acts as a 
high pass filter with a transfer function “zero” at frequency f0=1/L.
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Born approximation: scattering cross-section is 
proportional to the spatial Fourier transform of the 
scattering target w.r.t. momentum transfer, squared.

Need even larger magnet bore L due to the power filtering factor (f/f0)2= (f L)2 at low frequencies f.

L

DMRadio-GUT concept:  
16T-2m bore solenoid



What we really need for all experiments are bigger magnets

Aaron S. Chou, 
Fermilab Cosmic Day, 

10/30/23
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Barely reach 
axion coupling g
with a lot of 
hand-waving, 
even with the 
best quantum 
sensors

Decisively 
detect axions!
(g=0.3)

Push to 
g=0.1 !

Dish antenna:  g ~ 5 (Rb/t)1/4 B-1 L-1 

Even better scaling with magnet size L for multi-cavity or LC experiments.



Snowmass final report finds that the U.S. community wants a
Multi-Scale Dark Matter Program
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Scatter GWs on magnets instead of laser interferometers
GWs shakes the walls of a device that contains a large amount of electromagnetic energy.
Changing the boundary conditions releases some of the EM energy in the form of detectable sideband photons.

LIGO uses 106 W of optical laser power.     A 10 T, meter-scale B field provides the equivalent of 1016 W !
Aaron S. Chou, Maglab talk, 

9/13/2023
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Challenge:  How to make magnet coils with mechanical Q>1 to filter thermal noise?



Backup slides
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Detect cosmic gravitational wave background 
from early universe phase transitions.

Use large magnets instead of laser interferometers to achieve far 
greater sensitivity.
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Colliding bubbles of new phase (of the space-time vacuum) 
emit gravitational waves in the early universe

Compare to sound waves emitted by violently boiling water
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Image: D. Weir, 
https://doi.org/10.1098/rsta.2017.0126

https://doi.org/10.1098/rsta.2017.0126


LIGO optical interferometer is marginal for detecting a 
predicted axion phase transition at temperature 109 GeV

B. von Harling et al., JHEP 195 (2020)

LIGO

Einstein 
telescope

Predicted spectra
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The Dark Matter Haloscope:
Classical axion wave drives RF cavity mode

• Resonance:  periodic cavity boundary 
conditions  extend the coherent interaction time 
(cavity size ≈ 1/ma)  the exotic current 
excites standing-wave RF fields.

• Need cavity size to be matched to the Compton 
wavelength 1/m of the axion

• If sizes are matched (or if the bore is packed 
with Compton wavelength-sized cavities), 
– signal power scales as  B2 x Volume ???
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Pierre Sikivie, Phys.Rev.Lett. 51, 1415 (1983)



Actually, only the cavity volume within one Compton 
wavelength from the wall matters
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Nothing can possibly happen in the empty space far from a 
cavity wall since empty space is translation invariant.  The 
extra interior wiggles in the higher frequency mode all cancel 
each other out in this semi-classical power calculation: 

J is spatially uniform 
on laboratory scales 
and points in the 
direction of the 
applied B field

The direction 
of E oscillates 
up/down

The interior region 
integrates to zero

Instead pack the magnet full of cavities?
Too complicated as # cavities becomes large.



Need better magnets! Even when noise is reduced to zero by quantum sensors, 
dark matter sensitivity will be limited by the signal photon rate.  
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DFSZ, 0.45 GeV/cc, B=14T, C=1/2, Q=5x104@1GHz, V=13𝜆𝜆3, crit.coup 

Sensitivity limited only by 
signal photon shot noise.
Cavity experiments cannot go 
above 20 GHz for 15 minute 
integration times.
Must transition to dish 
antennas at higher 
frequencies.  (but then 
sensitivity dominated by 
sensor noise)Aaron S. Chou, Maglab talk, 9/13/2023

SQuAD
experiment



Must slowly scan through 9 orders of magnitude in mass or signal frequency
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Ciaran O’Hare

Ongoing small-scale 
experiments are only 
able to cover tiny 
slivers of mass 
parameter space.

Small bore, high field 
magnets can help, 
but still only covers a 
sliver where signal 
wavelength matches 
the bore size.

Easier to do brute 
force:  Go 10x faster 
using 10 magnets 
instead of 1.  Or buy 
a couple of big 
magnets?  Or both?  
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